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Name:                                                     Vision: 1                              Lesson: 1                              Test: Vocabulary 

A: Fill in the blanks with the words given. One is extra. (4) 

 

endangered – plan – really – forest – injured – hear – alive – goats – instead 

 

1. Grandfather was badly --------------------------in the war. 

2. Why don’t you tell us what ----------------------happened? 

3. I think ----------------------live wild in the mountains or are kept as farm animals. 

4. Your best ----------------------would be to take a taxi. 

5. You probably picked up my keys ------------------of yours. 

6. Did anyone see or --------------------------anything last night? 

7. Some people pay a lot of money for --------------------------animals. 

8. He is lucky to be -------------------- after his fall. 

 

B: Odd word out. (2) 

1. leopard           duck                 tiger                    zebra 
 
2. protect              save    take care           life 
 
3. nature               museum          wildlife               forest 
 
4. hunters            zookeepers       teachers             farmers 
 

C: Match the synonyms or antonyms. (4) 

 

1. alive      A: keep safe 

      B: decrease 

2. protect     C: dead      

      D: become extinct 

3.die out     E: live      

      F: destroy 

4. increase     G: rise      

      H: living 
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http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/lucky
http://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/fall_1


Name:                                                     Vision: 1                              Lesson: 1                              Test: Vocabulary 

D: Unscramble the following words. (3) 

 

1. autnlar   

2. itaontent 

3. oseytrd 

4. uamhn 

5. uurtef 

6. awehl 

       

 

E: Fill in the blanks with your own words. (4) 

       
1.I heard --------------------70 of Iranian cheetahs are -----------------------. 

2. They hope to save the ----------------------------animal. 

3. Moghan ----------------------is a nice place in the North-west of Iran. 

4. The Persian lion ----------------------out about 75 years ago. 

 

F: Write a word for each definition. (3) 

 

1. a small number of things or people: 

 

2. in place of someone or something else: 

 

3. the time after now:  

 

4. become bigger in amount or number:  

 

5. a place with many large plants growing very close together: 
 

6. damage something so badly that it no longer exists or cannot be used:  
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